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From the Editor
This month we bring you a taste of the End of the 

Heroic Era Conference, held in Auckland last year 
and hosted by the Auckland branch of the Society. 
Unfortunately, not all presenters have been able to 
contribute here, but we hope you enjoy some of what 
was presented. The Heroic Era of Antarctic exploration 
is often recognised as being from 1895 to 1922. This 
encompasses the early exploration of Antarctica by many 
nations following the Sixth International Geographical 
Congress, and finishes with the Shackleton–Rowlett 
Quest expedition. This conference was timed to coincide 
with the centenary of the return of the Aurora in 1917 
after rescuing Shackleton’s Ross Sea Party.

Included are brief extracts from seven of the presenters 
to that conference. Following its return from the  
Ross Sea in 1917, the Aurora was sold, and used for 
general freight. The Final Voyage of the SY Aurora 
recounts the sad demise of the ship with the loss of 
all hands. Today, very few items from the Aurora are 
known, and the final article is about a Heroic Era 
Walking Stick with a special connection.

To fit in as much content as we could with the 
Heroic Era articles, some images have been carried over 
to page 52. For the two articles where this occurs, there 
is a footnote to the article.

The Season Opening Programme is included for 
any able to travel to Christchurch in September and 
October. This time marks the commencement of the 
Antarctic’s summer season, and is an annual event. 

The Society’s oral history programme, recording 
memories of some of the initial recovery team following 
the Erebus disaster in 1979, is underway. Your donations 
are invited to assist with this. Donations may be made 
on our website from the Donate tab (please add a note 
in the “Other Information” box at checkout), or by 
cheque directly to the Treasurer, New Zealand Antarctic 
Society, PO Box 404, Christchurch 8140.

Apologies to those who were unable to renew 
their membership via the website, or who did not 
receive renewal reminders as expected. Council are 
reviewing aspects of the website, and if you have specific 
comments, brickbats, or bouquets, please contact the 
Secretary. 

Thank you for the comments received for the last 
issue of Antarctic magazine. It was a pleasure to use 
the roll-out format for Colin Monteath’s Photo Essay. 

Lester Chaplow

From the President
As this edition goes to print I have just been 

advised of the sad passing of one of our Antarctic 
icons, Baden Norris, who, Cantabrians Margaret 
Bradshaw and Shirley Russ said, was a wealth of 
Antarctic history and a very special person. He 
will be greatly missed. 

As a quick update – the Council is currently 
working on the revised and refreshed Strategic Plan 
for the Society and very soon you can expect to 
be asked for your feedback on the draft via your 
Branch Committee. 

The volunteer programme will be running 
again this year but in an earlier window 
pre-Christmas, in a shortened timeline format, 
and for an even more specialised role. Just 
one New Zealand Antarctic Society volunteer 
will be offered the opportunity by Antarctica  
New Zealand this time. 

Our National Speaker Frank Graveson will be 
in your town soon to speak about Antarctica and 
dogs – back in the day – so please get along to his 
presentation if you can.

This particular edition of Antarctic has 
been awaited with great anticipation in terms  
of its particular theme of the End of the Heroic 
Era – enjoy!! 

The next edition of Antarctic will be 
published after our respective Branch and then 
National AGMs. We need to hear your ideas and 
participation and always welcome them. 

All the best for now,

Linda Kestle 

Baden Norris, QSO, NZAM, 
Society Life Member

Antarctic  notes the passing of 
Baden Norris, in early August. A Life 
Member of the Society, Baden was  
a taonga of the Antarctic community. Antarctic 
invites any readers to forward a brief tribute, or 
share a story of Baden’s life – 100–150 words, to 
be received by 19 October 2018. Baden’s life will 
be remembered in the next issue of the magazine.
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James Clark Ross: A polar hero
By Philippa Ross, the great-great-great-granddaughter of Sir James Clark Ross

field were interconnected. He used it to navigate the 
polar regions, while I used it to help people navigate 
their way True North, using their internal compass –  
the GPS (Greater Personal Self). 

JCR joined his uncle John Ross as a volunteer  
on the Royal Naval Briseis sloop ten days before his  
12th birthday. At 18, he ventured to the Arctic for the first 
of six winters he’d experience in the region. He learned 
a great deal from the Inuits, which undoubtedly enabled 
him and his entire crew to survive the harsh conditions 
that trapped them for three consecutive winters –  
an extraordinary feat made all the more outstanding by 
his discovery of the north magnetic pole on 1 June 1831 –  
a talisman guiding them out and on their way home.  
He was appointed to command expeditions to discover the 
south magnetic pole, the details of which he recorded in a 
book A Voyage of Discovery and Research in the Southern 
and Antarctic Regions, During the Years 1839–43.  
He made three expeditions, charting much of the 
continent’s coastline in specially commissioned ships, HMS 
Erebus and HMS Terror: the same ships Sir John Franklin 
used on his ill-fated voyage when he disappeared in 1845. 

James Clark Ross, from a painting by John R. Wildman, 1834. The object in 
the lower right hand corner is a dip circle, designed by Robert Were Fox.

It was a privilege to be part of an event where 
pride and passion permeated tales of legendary 
heroic explorations; an auspicious way to 

honour the end of an era and move into what I deem 
to be the dawn of the “Evolutionary Era”. But more 
about that later.

James Clark Ross (JCR) was one of a few adventurous 
individuals who led expeditions that ventured across 
previously uncharted seas to Antarctica up until 1917 
– a revered hero who Amundsen referred to as the man 
who had paved the way for future expeditions:

Few people of the present day are capable of 
rightly appreciating this heroic deed, this brilliant 
proof of human courage and energy. With two 
ponderous craft – regular ”tubs” according to our 
ideas – these men sailed right into the heart of the 
pack, which all previous explorers had regarded as 
certain death – these men were heroes – heroes in 
the highest sense of the word.

My lineage may cause me to appear a tad biased, but 
you have to agree that what he achieved during a time 
without the modern gismos for navigation was quite 
remarkable. He commanded a crew that survived many 
winters in both the north and south polar regions, and 
was a great leader who showed exceptional courage and 
fortitude – a man whose enthusiasm and curiosity for 
science and nature opened eyes, minds, and opportunities 
for future generations. Amundsen considered JCR to be 
an explorer who “would always be remembered as one 
of the most intrepid polar explorers and capable seamen 
the world has ever produced”. Few people know he 
designed a chronometer in 1835 that was used by the 
Royal Navy right up until 1939.

It appears that reverence for his contribution to 
the world has remained within the naval and science 
sectors of society. Few people outside of New Zealand 
had even heard of the Ross Sea before it made news in 
October 2016 when it became the world’s largest marine 
protected area. Even I had no idea plans had been afoot 
for 17 years. In fact, I had been nonchalant about my 
ancestor until 2012, but an email from Greenpeace New 
Zealand changed my outlook and the course of my life. 
I embarked on a personal pilgrimage; my own “voyage 
of discovery,” as an advocate for Antarctica to honour 
my heritage. I recognised the significance of my lineage 
and how JCR and my work with the earth’s magnetic 
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JCR named 89 places in the Ross Sea region:  
the mounts Erebus and Terror after his ships, Franklin 
Island after the then governor of Tasmania and leader 
of the ill-fated expedition to find the Northwest Passage, 
Coulman Island after his wife Ann, the rest after crew 
members. The aptly named Possession Island was 
claimed as Victoria Land on 12 January 1841 – a place 
my uncle James and I metaphorically repossessed on 
14 February 2016: a Valentine’s Day memory that will 
always be emblazoned in my heart. It was the first time a 
Ross family member had returned to the region. We also 
witnessed the record JCR set for sailing furthest south, 
with Heritage Expeditions, the company that owned the 
ship Akademik Shokalskiy on which we were sailing.

Up to this point, my only recollection of JCR being 
mentioned had been a trip to the Post Office in London 
in 1972 to launch the “British Polar Explorer” set of 
stamps featuring him alongside Sir Martin Frobisher, 
Henry Hudson, and Captain Robert F. Scott. Thirty 
years later I put my father (the eldest male descendant) 
and his brother in touch with Peter Young, the New 
Zealand film director of The Last Ocean, to appear 
as guests of honour at the UK premiere at the Royal 
Geographical Society in London – the very place JCR 
himself once spoke, and which he honoured by naming 
a mountain range in Victoria Land as the “Royal Society 
Range”. I was invited by the Antarctic Ocean Alliance 
to speak to CCAMLR delegates at their 2012 meeting. 
Four years on from that, the film crew and I celebrated 
the Ross Sea finally becoming a Marine Protected Area 
with a special showing in Peter’s hometown of Matakana 

Reflections. “What lies behind us and what lies ahead are tiny matters 
compared to what lies within.” Henry Stanley Haskins (but often attributed 
to Ralph Waldo Emerson).

Approaching the Ross Ice Shelf.

in New Zealand: a superb way to round off the 175th 
anniversary since JCR had first discovered the region. 
The wrecks of both Erebus and Terror had been found, 
the latter just a month before. It was as if all the pieces 
had come together so the world’s largest MPA, the first 
in Antarctica, could emanate the ethos of a treaty put 
in place for international peace, ensuring the interest of 
all humankind would be the focal point from where all 
future decisions are made from.

I believe the event will be remembered as an epoch 
of environmental protection as we enter into what I call 
the Evolutionary Era; a time where the world recognises 
the urgent need to safeguard the health of our planet 
to ensure mankind will thrive: sentiments echoed in  
a speech Sir David Attenborough gave in July when he 
launched the new British Antarctic Survey ship that will 
replace RRS James Clark Ross:

The perils facing this planet are far, far greater 
than they have ever been in its entire history . . . this 
ship is going to be key to the future salvage of our 
planet or at least its preservation . . . . I am more 
honoured than I can say that that wonderful hull 
has got my name on it.

In conclusion, I would ask you to envision the heart 
prints left in Antarctica by heroes of the past and hold the 
Ross family motto of “Hope Lightens Difficulties” in your 
own hearts as a force that holds the power of the Midas 
touch so CCAMLR delegates enforce total protection 
of Antarctic waters by 2020 to coincide with the 200th 
anniversary since the continent was first discovered by 
Fabian Gottlieb Thaddeus von Bellingshausen. 

All photos courtesy of Philippa Ross.
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Inexpressible Island Survival: How six men 
survived the Antarctic winter of 1912

On 8 January 1912 the resupply ship  
Terra Nova landed six men in Terra  
Nova Bay at Hells Gate between 

Inexpressible Island and the Northern Foothills: six men 
we know as Scott’s Northern Party. They comprised 
two naval officers, Victor Campbell (leader and 
surveyor) and Murray Levick (surgeon); one civilian,  
Raymond Priestley (geologist); and three naval 
ratings (or, what today we would call field assistants),  
George Abbott, Frank Browning, and Harry Dickason. 
The six men had spent the previous winter at Cape Adare, 
and were here with their man-hauling sledges to explore, 
until 18 February when the Terra Nova would return and 
move them to Scott’s Cape Evans base.

When in February their sledging was completed they 
returned to Hells Gate to wait for the ship, and were 
camped at the conflux of three glaciers. Then the winds 
started: katabatic winds rolling down the glaciers from 
the polar plateau and funnelling across Hells Gate and 
the island. Winds that by mid-February had increased 
to an average speed of 40 mph. Winds that got stronger 
and continued, not decreasing until the following spring.

After the party had spent days confined to their 
tents, on 23 February Campbell assumed the ship was 
not returning. They were stranded, with only battered 
tents, summer clothes, and a four-week supply of food. 
To survive the winter, Campbell knew the party needed 
good shelter and food, and that come next spring the 
men could not wait to be rescued. They would have  
to form their own rescue party and sledge 230 miles back 
to Scott’s Cape Evans base, and for this they would need 
to save most of the four weeks’ food. They would have to 
dig a cave for shelter and kill seals and penguins to survive.

Levick, Abbott, and Browning stayed at Hells 
Gate and started a seal kill for their winter food, 
while Campbell, Priestley, and Dickason went over 
to Inexpressible Island to prepare a snow cave.  
Using two short-handled ice axes and a tent shovel they dug  
a 3 x 4-feet trench in a hard snowdrift. At 6 feet they 
dug a horizontal shaft towards the thickest part of the 
drift and created a 9 x 12-feet cave that would become 
the living quarters: a room with the iced walls lined with 
snow blocks and the floor covered with gravel and dry 
seaweed for installation. Later the cave was extended 
in the other direction to provide an entry passage and 

space for meat storage, a working area, and toilets space.  
All the time the winds were increasing and the temperatures 
falling, and on 17 March Campbell’s group were forced 
to move into the unfinished cave. 

Meanwhile, Levick’s group out in the wind continued 
the seal and penguin kill, but were having difficulty as the 
wind had driven most wildlife out to sea. On 19 March, 
after being confined to the tents by the strong winds, they 
headed for the cave after their tent had collapsed. Having 
buried their tent and sleeping bags under boulders, they 
crawled the one and a half miles to the cave. Here, badly 
frostbitten and in the unfinished cave, six men had a cold 
night sharing three sleeping bags. 

The food supply of the party on moving into the cave 
consisted of four boxes of biscuits – about 840 biscuits 
(less than one biscuit each per day); small amounts of 
cocoa, tea, chocolate, sugar, raisins, Oxo, and brandy; 
eleven seals, two not butchered and “only of use in 
an emergency”; and 120 penguins. This meant an 
exceptionally high-protein and low-carbohydrate diet of 
mainly seal meat, blubber, and penguin. As they had no 
salt, the meat and blubber were cooked in salt-ice water, 
making a watery stew (hoosh), which they consumed twice 
a day.

The limited supply of cocoa provided them with a 
weak cup of cocoa, three teaspoons in a pot of water, five 
nights a week. With even less tea they used three teaspoons 
once a week on Sunday night and then reboiled it the 
next night. The leaves were then dried, mixed with wood 
shaving and used as a tobacco substitute.

Biscuits, chocolate, sugar, and raisins from their 
food supply became luxuries; something scarce and not 
tasting of seal blubber. Each individual had a biscuit 
ration of one a day, small when compared with the 
normal sledging ration of eight. Chocolate: 1.5 ounces 
each every Saturday night and each alternate Wednesday. 
Sugar: 12 lumps a person on Sunday nights. Raisins:  
25 each the last day of each month and some for birthdays 
and other special occasions.

Like the food, most of the paraffin was needed for the 
journey home, so they had to develop an efficient blubber 
stove. This they did initially from the blubber lamps they 
had made, and, after several iterations, in early May they 
came up with a self-fuelling model using desiccated seal 
bones from a mummified seal as wicks. One prototype 

By Don W. Webster
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stove smoked so badly Priestly was forced to cut a hole 
in the roof to prevent them from suffocating – the cave 
now had a chimney. The Primus, used only for breakfast, 
became the responsibility of Dickason. He was the best 
operator and so saved them paraffin and matches – only 
once did he use more than one match.

Although the cave was just big enough for the six 
sleeping bags and a corner for the blubber stove, the 
positioning of the six men reflected their naval background 
– officers and men in two distinct groups. Early, Campbell 
drew an imaginary line separating the cave into two 
messes: one for the men, the other for the officers. This 
artificial mess separation had a marked influence on the 
harmony in the cave. 

Each day two men, a cook and a mess man,  
took turns preparing and cooking the meals. At the start, 
the mess man worked in the cold extension, by the light 
of two lamps each providing the equivalent to a single 
match. Here he spent most of the day, chipping away at 
frozen meat with a chisel and a four-pound geological 
hammer. Every five minutes he collected the chips from 
wherever they had landed: mostly on the passage floor, 
the general thoroughfare between the living area, toilet, 
and the outside. At the start of May, they developed  
a thawing oven, using a biscuit tin suspended above 
the blubber stove and hoosh pot. Now they could thaw 
blocks of seal meat in 24 hours. Larger blocks of seal 
and penguins were draped around the kitchen corner 
to thaw. The oven reduced meal preparation time to  
a couple of hours and did away with the hammer and 
chisel, and the mess man’s job became easier and he spent 
less time in the cold passage. 

The meat diet prepared in saltwater caused problems: 
low carbohydrate produced high acid urine, and the 
saltwater ice caused diarrhoea – problems that continued 
throughout the winter. Browning had more serious 
problems because of previously having suffered from 
typhoid, a disease that affected his gut and caused him 
stomach problems. He suffered throughout the winter, 
and the doctor and the leader had grave concerns for 
him. Despite this, his unfailing cheerfulness helped pull 
him through and contributed to the success of the rest of 
the party.

Campbell describes incidences of dysentery, and the 
high urine acidity causing accidents in their sleep and 
when trying to exit through the door; while Priestley 
adds that the least unpleasant result of the diet was 
rheumatism in their hips and shoulders. Then there were 
the bouts of constipation, the reducing food ration, and 
the health effects of long periods lying in their bags.  
Then in September, the last month in the cave, while 
preparing for the homeward journey the group had to 

cope with two serious cases of food poisoning. 
Despite these illnesses, the domestic duties continued, 

and equipment and food was prepared for the homeward 
journey. During this period they found and killed two 
seals, and Browning, despite his ill health, spent hours 
doing his share of the butchering.

During their 180 days in the cave, 45 days had winds 
less than 18 mph, and on 73 days wind speeds were over 
46 mph. Although the winter winds and temperatures were 
so bad walks for exercise were off the agenda, the men’s 
diaries suggest they made significant journeys outside on 
70 or more days, not including the daily meteorological 
and sea ice observations: observations taken methodically, 
with only four days missed during the time in the cave.

Venturing outside was not pleasant. They had no 
winter clothing and what clothes they had were saturated 
with blubber and gave little protection. Their summer 
windproofs were rotted by seal blubber, the stitching 
weakened, the knees worn by crawling in the cave; and 
most patches lasted only a few days and provided little 
protection from the strong winds. Nevertheless they 
had to go regularly outside to restock the food from the 
several depots where they had killed and stored the meat: 
depots varying from half to one and a half mile’s distance 
across large boulder fields. In temperatures between -15 
and -35oC the men carried heavy blocks of seal meat or 
dragged frozen penguins. Also, every few days they had 
to return to the mummified seals to replace the bleached 
bones for the blubber stove and go down to the shore to 
collect salt-ice.

Although some attribute their poor condition largely 
to the lack of exercise, the men were outside on average 
one day in three. They were fetching and carrying food 
and other necessities in trying conditions. This exercise 
should have kept them reasonably fit. I suggest their poor 
condition resulted more from diet and related health 
problems.

On 30 September at three in the afternoon, they left 
the cave, with each sledge being pulled by only two men, 
as Browning and Dickason were still affected by the food 
poisoning. Dickason recovered soon after starting on 
sledging rations. Browning took much longer; he grew 
weaker until reaching the food depot at Butter Point where 
he could get enough carbohydrate. Although that first day 
they travelled only a short distance, they were free of the 
soot, dirt, and the restrictive confines of the snow cave.

After 38 days the group eventually reached Cape 
Evans, and Campbell, being the senior officer, became 
the last leader of Scott’s Terra Nova Expedition wintering-
over team. 

See our new website www.antarcticsociety.org.nz
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In the Wake of Irish Seafaring Brothers 
Mortimer and Tim McCarthy
By Peter McCarthy

My grandad Mortimer McCarthy and  
his brother Timothy were one of only 
two sets of brothers who served with 

Scott and Shackleton in the two most dramatic episodes 
of the Heroic Era.

Mortimer, the eldest of the family, was born in 1882, 
and Tim, the third, in 1888. They grew up fishing and 
handling small boats in Kinsale Harbour on the southern 
coast of Ireland. At twelve years old, with four siblings 
and another on the way, Mortimer went to sea, claiming 
he was sixteen.

Life at sea took Mortimer around the world. In 1909 
he jumped ship in Wellington and in 1910 he worked on 
the Arapawa on two foreign voyages, the second as bosun. 
Having a reputation for fine seamanship, Mortimer was 
signed on to join Scott’s Terra Nova expedition by Captain 
Harry Pennell at £6.00 per month. They left Lyttelton on 
26 November 1910, then, after a final bunkering at Port 
Chalmers, the heavily laden ship headed south, directly 
into the teeth of a hurricane.

The sails were shortened as the wind and sea rose 
rapidly. The Terra Nova lay almost dead in the wave 
troughs and great masses of water washed over the 
decks, with animals and supplies being hurled about. 
Ponting noted Mortimer’s steadfast qualities: “Often 
the waves swept over the stern, almost carrying the 
helmsman (McCarthy) off his feet and he was frequently 
knee high and sometimes waist deep in water.” The deck 
cargo was re-lashed and for hours the crew worked 
almost like divers. 

As the night wore on the pumps in the engine room 
had choked and water was rising. With water up to 
their necks the engineers finally conceded the pump 
was broken. The afterguard, including the scientists, 
started bailing. Access to the bilge to clear the pumps 
was through the aft hatch, but this was impossible due 
to sea running over the ship: she would have gone down 
in minutes. A twelve-hour operation to cut an access 
hole through an iron engine room bulkhead successfully 
unblocked the pump wells. Hand pumps cleared  
the bilges, and engine fires were re-lit 42 hours after the 
ship had run into the storm.

On 4 January 1911 they reached Cape Evans, where 
Mortimer was a “jack of all trades”, being employed in 

building the hut, tending to dog teams, feeding animals, 
and fishing. A month later, seeking a landing for the Eastern 
Party the Terra Nova steamed into the Bay of Whales, 
and from the rigging Mortimer spotted Amundsen’s ship, 
Fram. The race was on for the South Pole.

Mortimer sailed the two subsequent relief 
expeditions from Lyttelton. The Terra Nova arrived 
at Cape Evans on 4 February 1912 to hear that when 
last seen on 22 December Scott’s party had been in 
good spirits, 330 miles (531 km) from the Pole. That 
confidence diminished when Lt Evans, leader of the Last 
Support Party, had to be rescued after developing scurvy 
during their return trek. The Terra Nova returned Evans 
to New Zealand, where he recovered for the third and 
final relief voyage, intending to retrieve Scott’s party. 
They arrived at Cape Evans on 18 January 1913 with 
the board room set for a celebratory dinner. 

The shore party gave three hearty cheers, to which 
the ship’s company responded. Evans called out,  
“Are you all well, Campbell?” There was silence and 
then Campbell replied, “The Southern Party reached 
the Pole on January 18 last year but all were lost on the 
return journey – we have their records.” It was tragic 
news for the Terra Nova crew. 

The Terra Nova then returned to Lyttelton, arriving 
with flags at half-mast. Thousands turned out to express 
their sympathy. Mortimer crewed the ship back to the 
UK, arriving in June 1913.

Several years later Mortimer enticed Nellie Coughlan 
from Kinsale to travel to Lyttelton, where they married 
in 1923 and had three boys; the youngest, Gerard,  
is my dad. Mortimer continued to work at sea, amassing  
68 years before semi-retiring as a night-watchman. 

In February 1963 Mortimer, now 80, with crew 
members William McDonald and Bill Burton, was 
invited by the American Deep Freeze Program to return 
to Antarctica on board the USS Arneb commemorating 
Scott’s British Antarctic Expedition. They nostalgically 
visited Cape Evans almost 50 years to the day when 
the Terra Nova, carrying the news of the Scott tragedy,  
had departed McMurdo Sound for the last time.  
One year later the veterans had three peaks named after 
each of them. Mount McCarthy at 9,399 ft (2,865 m), 
stands in the Barker Range, Victoria Land.
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Tim McCarthy followed his brother to sea.  
In 1905 he joined the Royal Naval Reserve. In 1914  
at 26 he was selected from 5,000 applicants for  
Sir Ernest Shackleton’s Imperial Trans-Antarctic 
Expedition, which was aiming to cross the continent via 
the South Pole. The plan was for Endurance, captained 
by Frank Worsley, to sail south into the Weddell Sea,  
to drop the shore party at Vahsel Bay, and then to escape 
north before the sea ice trapped her. On the other side of 
the continent a Ross Sea Party on board Aurora under 
Captain Æneas Mackintosh supported them by laying 
depots to the Beardmore Glacier.

The Endurance sailed from London on 1 August 
1914 bound for South Georgia, which they departed 
on 5 December. However, within six weeks Endurance 
was locked in the sea ice and carried north, until she 
was finally crushed and then sank 11½ months later,  
on 21 November 1915. 

The 28 men were camped on the sea ice, drifting 
northwards. Carpenter Harry McNish modified 
the James Caird, a 22’6” (6.8 m) lifeboat. He raised  
the gunwales and thwarts 10” (25 cm), and installed 
an aft mast. 

On 9 April 1916 as the ice broke up Shackleton 
ordered the men into the three life boats to row to 
the peninsula or Deception Island. The heavy icy seas 
proved too much in the open boats, so they turned  
to the uninhabited Elephant Island, enduring a seven-day 
journey from hell. Food was often dog rations eaten 
cold, and a mug of hot milk their only comfort.  
At night the boats would rope up in the lee of an  
iceberg and the men huddled together. They landed on 
Elephant Island on 15 April, their first time on land for 
almost 17 months. 

Shackleton’s only option was to set sail in the James 
Caird for South Georgia 800 miles (1,300 km) to the 
east. For the voyage he selected Tim, “as the best and 
most efficient of the sailors, always cheerful under the 
most trying circumstances”; Worsley as navigator,  
with charts torn from books salvaged from the 
Endurance; Tom Crean; John Vincent; and McNish, 
who set about constructing a deck covered with canvas 
and a cockpit from which to sail and navigate. 

The James Caird was loaded with four weeks’ supply 
of food, water, and rocks from the beach as ballast, and it 
departed Elephant Island on 24 April. Shackleton called 
the voyage “a tale of supreme strife amid heaving waters.” 

Worsley said of Tim, “He’s the most irrepressible 
optimist I’ve ever met. When I relieve him at the helm, 
boat iced and seas down yr neck, he informs me with  
a happy grin, ‘It’s a foine day, sorr.’” 

In a remarkable feat of navigation Worsley put them 
on the coast of South Georgia, which Tim had spotted 
on day 15. The approaching night forced them to wait 
until morning to land. Just before dawn a full force 
hurricane blew up, pounding them for another day and 
night. Most thought this was the end, but their skills 
prevailed. At 5 a.m. on 10 May 1916 they stood on 
the island from which they had sailed 522 days before. 

Shackleton, Crean, and Worsley completed their 
renowned 36-hour crossing of the interior to raise the 
alarm at Stromness whaling station. Tim, Vincent, and 
McNish eventually arrived at Liverpool on 3 August 
1916 on a ship carrying whale oil and the James Caird. 

Tim joined up for World War I. He eventually 
served on a gun crew protecting the SS Narragansett, 
a 9,196 ton tanker sailing from New York to London. 
On 16 March 1917 they ran into the path of U-44,  
a German U-boat, 350 miles (563 km) off the southwest 
coast of Ireland. They were torpedoed without warning 
and sunk with the loss of all 46 crewmen. Tim was 28 
years old. It was his first day under enemy fire. He is 
remembered by McCarthy Island, a rocky one-mile-
long island that lies at the entrance to King Haakon 
Bay on South Georgia where the James Caird made 
landfall. Tim was awarded the Bronze Polar Medal 
posthumously on 19 June 1920. It was collected by 
Silver Polar Medal holder Mortimer.

On 17 September 2000, Mortimer and Tim were 
honoured with memorial busts overlooking the Port 
of Kinsale. 

Able seaman Mortimer McCarthy at the wheel of the Terra Nova, during 
Captain Robert Falcon Scott’s British Antarctic Expedition 1910–13.  
Photo: Herbert Ponting (McCarthy Family).
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Captain Robert Falcon Scott:  
A life in context
By Dan Asquith

Context is everything in any evaluation of 
Scott and the British Antarctic Expedition  
of 1910. Their reputations and legacy have 

in turns been lauded and denigrated. This is generally 
more reflective of the times that the commentators 
have been writing in and the purpose to which they 
have applied their interpretations: from the idolisation 
of heroism and self-sacrifice that was exploited during 
World War I, to the late twentieth century demolition 
of totems of British imperialism.

Still, as armchair explorers we debate the minutiae 
of the expedition: the choice of transport, the fifth man, 
the rations, and the fuel. The character of Scott himself is 
called into question; unsuited to leadership, particularly 
when compared with his contemporaries – Shackleton 
and Amundsen. 

In considering the expedition and Scott himself it  
is easy to be blinded by hindsight. Our frames of 
reference are Amundsen’s expedition, Shackleton’s 
leadership, and – the most insidious and difficult to 
escape – hindsight. The photographs and film of Herbert 
Ponting close the gap to the present. These coupled 

with the diaries of the expedition’s participants create 
an intimate immediacy. Consequently, the expedition 
often ends up being judged as a modern exploit against 
modern standards and modern understandings, rather 
than being seen as an enterprise following only 60 years 
after Franklin’s doomed expedition. 

To be fair to Scott and his fellow scientists and 
explorers the planning, decisions, and achievements 
all need to be seen in context and not through the 
lens of hindsight. We need to appreciate what was 
known about the Antarctic in 1910 from a British 
standpoint. The known knowns of Antarctic exploration 
were based on the scant few previous expeditions.  
The known unknowns were the major stimulus for the 
1910 expedition itself. It is the unknown unknowns 
around nutrition and weather conditions that were 
instrumental in the tragedy. Venturing into the unknown 
is intrinsically hazardous. A hostile environment 
compounds the hazards. Only two previous expeditions 
to the interior of the continent had been undertaken 
prior to 1910. Nobody had ever walked 1,716 miles in 
such an environment. An unsupported journey of this 

Photo above: The Southern Party, 26 January 1911. Photo: Herbert Ponting.
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distance would be challenging enough without having 
to contend with temperatures that drop to -40° Celsius 
even before considering wind chill. Understanding of 
the physical demands of such a journey was limited 
because so few had attempted it. There was no received 
knowledge within the psyche of the British Empire 
for such an undertaking. Today with a far better 
understanding of hostile environments and inclement 
weather conditions, with better equipment and better 
support, people still die in these environments. 

In comparing Scott with Amundsen it has to be 
remembered that their respective participants had very 
different backgrounds, expertise, goals, and expectations; 
although both sought the Pole it really isn’t comparing 
like with like. Amundsen was a skier and had a wealth of 
experience in Arctic exploration, including sledging with 
dogs. Scott on the other hand was a naval man through 
and through. He had joined the Royal Navy at the age 
of 13. Antarctic exploration was attractive to the young 
naval officer, not only as a chance to advance his career 
but also to provide for his dependent mother and sisters; 
but it was a step into the unknown. He approached the 
Antarctic as an Edwardian naval officer. He had been 
shaped by the Royal Navy and Edwardian social and 
cultural mores and these in turn shaped his expeditions. 
Amundsen was unencumbered by such traditions; he 
applied his considerable knowledge to a single purpose 
and achieved it with genius. Scott’s polar experience was 
more limited in comparison but he applied his naval 
self to exploration with scientific curiosity. To expect 
the British to adopt the transportation methods and 
attire of the Inuit in the way that Amundsen had done 
was unthinkable within the context of naval tradition. 

Scott has been criticised for the complexity of his 
travel arrangements particularly when contrasted with 
Amundsen’s choice. Scott was not one to put all his eggs 
in one basket. He tried to cover his bases and he was 
undoubtedly experimenting with untested technology; 
should he be vilified for that? The first area of contention 
is the choice of man-hauling. It was part of the British 
tradition and it continued after the tragedy; Shackleton’s 
transpolar expedition intended to rely on it too, despite 
Amundsen’s success with dogs. Scott had tried dogs on 
the Discovery expedition but had struggled with them. 
He recognised their potential and still included them 
in 1910. Scott and Shackleton had both used ponies 
previously, and, applying Shackleton’s experience, Scott 
instructed his proxies to acquire only white ponies. 
Unfortunately Oates was not available to make the 
selection and so the expedition ended up with a selection 
of “crocks”. Despite this the ponies still made a major 

contribution to the hauling of supplies. The attempt to 
use early Caterpillar tractors has to be seen as innovative 
– Amundsen himself was particularly concerned about 
the advantage it might give Scott – but the technology 
was not yet up to the conditions. With a view to the 
future, Scott was on the money in experimenting with 
this technology. 

Scott wrote:
In my mind no journey ever made with dogs can 

approach the height of that fine conception which 
is realised when a party of men go forth to face 
hardships, dangers, and difficulties with their own 
unaided efforts . . . Surely in this case the conquest 
is more nobly and splendidly won.1 

Ideas of personal challenge were not new. In 1875 
Matthew Webb had swum the Channel when he could 
easily have saved himself a great deal of trouble by 
catching the ferry. 

The crucial unknown unknown factor in the deaths 
of the polar party was the inadequacy of their nutrition. 
To sustain a 1,716 mile march man-hauling necessitates 
6,500 kcal a day. There was recognition that the exertion 
would require more food than normal activities would, 
but the science of nutrition was not precise enough 
and the British sledging ration provided only 4,430 
kcal (Amundsen allowed 4,560 kcal). The rations were 
further compromised by a lack of vitamin C. Although 
there was an awareness of citrus and fresh meat helping 
to prevent scurvy, there was no understanding of scurvy’s 
pathophysiology and vitamin C was not discovered until 
1912. The polar party were undoubtedly suffering from 
scurvy. The resultant malaise, lethargy, shortness of 
breath, muscle pain, breakdown of old wounds, and 
bleeding would all have compounded the men’s inability 
to contend with the inclement conditions. 

Scott was a very different type of leader to either 
Amundsen or Shackleton. The outstanding calibre of the 
men that Scott chose for the expedition that he himself 
instigated is a measure of his leadership and should not 
be underestimated. It was the largest and most successful 
scientific Antarctic expedition of its time and it set the 
template for modern Antarctic exploration. It was 
incredibly successful: 40,000 scientific samples were 
collected (2,109 different animal specimens, of which 
401 were new to science) and 80 reports were published. 
The attempt to reach and return from the Pole fell short 
by 11 miles with 90% of the journey completed. That 
Scott, Wilson, Bowers, Oates, and Evans, starved and 
suffering from vitamin deficiency, made it as far as they 
did in one of the most hostile environments on earth,  
is remarkable and truly heroic. 

1 Robert Falcon Scott, The Voyage of the Discovery (London: Thomas Nelson, 1905).
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Christchurch’s Antarctic Season 
Opening Programme: 
19 September – 14 October 2018
Christchurch celebrates its gateway to the Antarctic status with an annual programme of events, 
talks, and festivities in advance of the opening of the five-month-long summer season. This is 
our opportunity as a city to collectively thank and engage with each of the national Antarctic 
programmes and the myriad of businesses that operate out of Christchurch by sea or by air in 
support of research and innovation on The Ice.

Wednesday 19 September (TBC)
“Oh Dogs, Our Help in Ages Past” 
by Frank Graveson
NZ Antarctic Society  
2018 National Speaker
Evening (time TBC) 
Bird Hall, Canterbury Museum
Having been a dog handler at Scott 
Base from 1962 to 1964, Frank 
Graveson has recently become 
obsessed with the history of the 
dogs of the Ross Dependency and 
will share some of the little-known 
facts and quirky stories that he’s 
uncovered in his research.

Friday 21 September –  
10 March 2019
“Dogs in Antarctica:  
Tales from the Pack”
Canterbury Museum,  
Rolleston Avenue
An exhibition exploring stories 
about the sled dogs used during the 
Heroic Era up to the early 1990s in 
Antarctica and research into their 
lives by Dr Jill Haley, Curator Human 
History at Canterbury Museum.

Friday 21 September – 11 October
30th Anniversary  
COMNAP Exhibition
Arts Centre of Christchurch
An exhibition by the Council of 
Managers of National Antarctic 

Programs (COMNAP) showcasing 
the facilities within Antarctica of 
the 30 members. This is coupled 
with stunning images from an 
on-continent photo competition.

Thursday 27 September
USAF Globemaster C-17 arrives 
into Christchurch
Antarctic Apron, Christchurch 
International Airport
This arrival signifies the start of the 
annual airlift of people and cargo 
from Christchurch to McMurdo 
Station for the five-month-long 
2018–19 summer season. 

Thursday 27 September 
Christchurch Antarctic Ignite 
Talks by “Changemakers”
7.00 p.m. – 9.00 p.m.  
(doors open at 6.30 p.m.) 
La Vida Conference Centre, 34A 
Hansons Lane, Upper Riccarton
This is the opening event of 
the four-day Antarctic Season 
Opening festivities. Ten prominent 
speakers with diverse Antarctic 
backgrounds have 20 slides and 
just 20 seconds per slide to inform 
and inspire an audience of new and 
old Antarcticans. Presentations are 
concise and the atmosphere lively 
and fun. All welcome. 

Saturday 29 September
Antarctic Air Day 2018
10.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m. 
Christchurch International Airport 
Step on board the USAF C-17 
Globemaster before it begins the 
airlift taking people and cargo to 
McMurdo Station and Scott Base 
for the summer season. Meet the 
crews, see displays, and learn what 
it is like to live on the coldest and 
windiest continent. A free, fun and 
not too freezing day out for the 
whole family. 

Sunday 30 September 
“South to Antarctica”  
Church Service
10.00 a.m.
Transitional Cathedral 
Join family and friends to bid all 
those travelling south to Antarctica 
during the 2018 season a safe and 
successful journey. Witness the 
tradition of the Erebus Chalice 
that also makes the journey each 
summer season from the Christ 
Church Cathedral to the Chapel of 
the Snows at McMurdo Station. 



Sunday 30 September 
Wreath-Laying Ceremony 
11.30 a.m. 
Scott’s Statue, cnr Worcester Blvd 
and Oxford Tce
The wreath-laying ceremony is a 
tradition that started in the 1930s 
when Admiral Richard Byrd laid 
a wreath at the Scott Statue in 
Christchurch. Join the Canterbury 
branch of the New Zealand 
Antarctic Society and Antarctica 
New Zealand to pay a tribute to 
Antarcticans who currently serve, 
and to those who have gone before. 

Sunday 30 September 
Christchurch City  
Antarctic Heritage Walk
1.00 p.m. – 3.00 p.m.
Meet outside Canterbury Museum, 
Rolleston Avenue. 
The 3.6 km walk starts with a 
visit to the Canterbury Museum, 
and continues into the Botanic 
Gardens and through central city 
streets, stopping at several points 
of interest, where the Antarctic 
history is explained by members of 
the Canterbury branch of the New 
Zealand Antarctic Society. 

Monday 1 October
First C-17  
Flight Departs for Antarctica 
Morning
Destination: Phoenix Airfield
Weather permitting, the first 
C-17 flight will take off from 
Christchurch, heralding the start of 
the 2018–19 season. Old hands and 
newbies make up the passengers of 
many nationalities, but when they 
arrive at Phoenix Airfield about 
five hours later and step onto the 
ice they’ll all draw in that first breath 
of cold air and their senses will be 
working overtime in this foreign 
environment. From Phoenix it’s 
about a 40 minute drive in “Ivan” 
the Terra Bus to Scott Base when 
the Kiwis get off, and another 10 
minutes to McMurdo Station.  
The work is about to begin.

Monday 1 – Tuesday 2 October 
“Mission to Antarctica”  
Holiday STEM Programme
9.00 a.m. – 3.30 p.m.
Ara Institute of Canterbury –  
city campus
This workshop brings to life the 
Antarctic strategy for humankind 
to explore and protect Antarctica. 
Through physics, engineering, and 
computer-aided design, students 
will build habitats that can 

withstand extreme environments. 
Supported by expert engineers and 
scientists in the field of Antarctic 
studies, telecommunications, 
geology, and biology. Free for Year 
9 to 11 students.

Monday 1 – Friday October 12
International Antarctic Centre 
School Holiday Programme
9.00 a.m. – 4.30 p.m.
International Antarctic Centre

1. Be an Antarctic explorer  
(6 – 12 year olds)

2. Be a husky musher for the day 
(8 – 13 year olds)

3. Be a penguin ranger for the 
day (10 – 13 year olds)

Bookings at www.iceberg.co.nz

Sunday 14 October 
Lyttelton Antarctic Heritage Walk
1.00 p.m. – 3.00 p.m.
Meet at Albion Square, cnr of 
London and Canterbury streets
Explore Lyttelton’s rich Antarctic 
history of Scott and Shackleton 
both departing from Lyttelton on 
three separate voyages during the 
Heroic Era of Antarctic exploration.  
The 3 km walk encompasses several 
Antarctic heritage and contemporary 
points within the town and wharf 
area, which are explained by 
members of the Canterbury branch 
of the New Zealand Antarctic 
Society.

“Ivan” the Terra Bus. Photo by Keith Lyons, © Antarctica New Zealand Pictorial Collection,  
Image 106890, 1995.

Find more at ChristchurchNZ:

www.christchurchnz.com/
christchurch-the-gateway-
to-antarctica
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What has become known as the “Heroic 
Era” of Antarctic exploration drew to a 
close when the survivors of the Ross Sea 

component of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s Imperial Trans-
Antarctic Expedition stepped ashore from SY Aurora in 
Wellington, New Zealand, on 9 February 1917.1 

One of the defining aspects of the Heroic Era was 
being cut off from civilisation, without effective means 
of communication, and consequently being without hope 
of immediate rescue or assistance. Although Aurora 
was fitted with wireless, that was ineffective for any 
communication until the ship was a few days out from 
New Zealand in March 2016 after the ship’s perilous 
11 month voyage from the base on Ross Island. 

As events unfolded, three men of the Ross Sea 
Party died. Others members of the Ross Sea sledging 
parties had near-death experiences sledging in dire 
circumstances. The 18 men on Aurora after a severe 
storm carried it away from its moorings at Cape Evans, 
Ross Island, on 7 May 1915, faced the real danger 
of the ship being crushed in the Ross Sea pack, with 
only remote chances of survival and rescue. The entire 
complement of 27 men on the other expedition ship, 
SY Endurance likewise could well have disappeared 
without trace in the Weddell Sea region. The story of 
their survival and Shackleton’s leadership in achieving 
that outcome is legendary.2

One hundred years on, it is fascinating to consider the 
risk-taking in the planning and execution of these early 
expeditions, and how often life-threatening dangers were in 
fact overcome. There tended to be a fatalistic approach and 
reliance in the divine “Providence” to get them through. 
An example of this risk-taking occurred in late autumn 
1915 when three men of the Ross Sea Party were returning 
to base in extreme autumnal conditions. Shackleton had 
directed a depot be placed at 80º S, as it was possible 
the trans-continental journey would be attempted in 
the 1914–15 season. This depot-laying was achieved at 

some cost, including the loss of 16 dogs through lack  
of conditioning, undernourishment, and overwork.

The party, comprising leader Æneas Mackintosh, 
Ernest Joyce, and Ernest Wild, set out on 24 February 
on the return journey from the depot. By 10 March 
they reached a position over 60 miles northwards, 
where another depot (the Bluff depot) was to have 
been placed. However, some weeks earlier it had been 
placed in an incorrect position. Mackintosh decided to 
fetch and re-lay the depot from its incorrect position. 
This plan entailed a journey of several miles, beyond the 
horizon, and leaving behind their tent, sleeping bags, and 
provisions. After hauling an empty sledge over difficult 
surfaces for four hours in gathering gloom they reached 
the depot. Mackintosh wrote:

We loaded the sledge with the stores… and 
proceeded back to our tent which is now out of 
sight – indeed it was not wise to come out as we have 
without tent or bag but we have taken that chance 
and the weather has promised fine, yet there is no 
criterion in these parts. As we proceeded it grew 
darker and darker and eventually we were travelling 
by only the light of the stars, the sun having dipped. 
After 4½ hours we sighted the little green tent.  
“Be it ever so humble there’s no place like home.”

That evening the men had an extra-thick hoosh, 
which they ate by the flickering light of an improvised 
lamp made from a tin burning methylated spirits. Soon, 
a blizzard enveloped the tent. Ernest Wild wrote of the 
day’s activities: “We risked our lives and went for it with 
an empty sledge.”3

Mackintosh’s calculated judgment call achieved its 
goal. The re-laying of the depot was crucial and possibly 
life-saving in the desperate retreat from Mt Hope 
the following year.4 However, Ernest Wild’s succinct 
comment is very telling. 

The return from the Bluff to Hut Point took  
15 days in freezing night conditions. On 15 March, the 
temperature fell to an estimated -50ºF, and the shivering 
men found sleep impossible. All three suffered frostbite 
to their toes, hands, and faces. They were even getting 

1 This paper is based on Polar Castaways: The Ross Sea Party (1914–17) of Sir 
Ernest Shackleton, by Richard McElrea & David Harrowfield, Canterbury 
University Press/McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2004. A limited number 
of copies of the book are available from the authors.

2 Compare the fate of Sir John Franklin and his men who sailed from 
England in 1845, in search of the Northwest Passage. The entire party of 
129 men perished. Searches lasted for decades and beyond.

3 Polar Castaways, p.103.
4 See Polar Castaways, p.190. Richards was to note in the second season 

that the depot was still wrongly placed – p.148.

 
Shackleton’s Ross Sea Party 1914–17
By Richard McElrea, QSO

“We risked our lives...” 
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frostbitten toes in their frozen sleeping bags. Somehow 
they emerged from the frozen hell of the Barrier5  

and reached the comparative safety of the Discovery 
hut on 25 March. There they were met and assisted  
by three men of the “motor party”. 

This preliminary yet important achievement in the 
first season, of laying the Bluff depot and the depot near 
80º S in fulfilment of instructions from Shackleton, and 
returning to base in life-threatening conditions, has been 
underrated and largely forgotten. Alone, the early 1915 
journey ranks highly with others of the Heroic Era of 
Antarctic exploration.

The story of the second season’s sledging is 
astonishing in the distances travelled and what was 
achieved often in perilous circumstances. Scurvy 
severely debilitated the party. Expedition member,  
R. W. Richards later calculated that over a period of 
170 days, the distance travelled was 1,330 geographical 
miles (1,531 statute miles).6 From 9 October to  
27 December, two teams, respectively led by Joyce  
(with dogs) and Mackintosh, sledged some 500 miles 
per team getting stores up to the Bluff depot. Joyce made 
four outward journeys, at times hauling 1,400–1,500 
lbs per load.7 Importantly, as it turned out, on each trip 
Joyce’s team returned to the Discovery hut, where they 

invariably ate seal meat. Mackintosh’s party after the 
second outward journey returned only to Safety Camp, 
which, in the event denied them some six weeks of the 
anti-scorbutic effects of fresh seal meat. Mackintosh, 
Wild, and Spencer-Smith were affected by scurvy at an 
earlier stage than their counterparts – Joyce, Richards, 
and Hayward. 

Scurvy was the underlying factor in the death of 
the padre, Arnold Spencer-Smith, on 9 March 1916, 
near White Island, only a day’s march away from the 
Discovery hut. Joyce in particular suffered from snow 
blindness, and wafers of cocaine were applied. The dogs 
also suffered from this affliction. The four dogs – Con, 
Gunner, Oscar, and Towser – were crucial to progress. 
They were fed hot hoosh meals in the tent. Richards 
later wrote: “Without them the party would not have 
got back.” When they passed the 82º S depot on the 
homeward journey, they picked up a week’s provisions, 
“which left 2 weeks [provisions] for the Boss”.8  

They took similar action at the 81º S depot and the 
depot near 80º S. This is irony indeed – that the depots 
proved life-saving for the men who laid them, but in the 
event were unneeded for their intended purpose. 

The deaths of Mackintosh and Victor Hayward, 
when they attempted to cross from Discovery hut at Hut 
Point to Cape Evans on 9 May 1916 with an advancing 
storm, was considered ill-advised by Joyce, Richards and 
Wild who pleaded with Mackintosh not to attempt the 
crossing. Mackintosh’s decision to cross was severely 
criticised by Captain J. K. Davis, master of Aurora on 
the Relief Expedition. The subsequent inquiry on board 
the ship, following extensive searches for the remains of 
the missing pair by Shackleton at the request of Captain 
Davis, can be considered the first inquest conducted 
in Antarctica. Shackleton concluded: “I am forced to  
a definite conclusion … that both men lost their lives  
on the afternoon of May 9th 1916 through venturing on 
thin sea ice and being caught in a blizzard which drove 
the ice out of the sound … ”

Having laid the depots to Mt Hope, the Ross Sea Party 
had achieved the goals set by Shackleton. This was by any 
measure an heroic journey, for which Joyce, Hayward, 
Richards, and Wild were awarded the Albert Medal.9,10 

Spencer-Smith, crippled with scurvy, being pulled on sledge, February 1916. 
An iconic image of the Heroic Era.  
Photo: Joyce Collection, 1981.110.150 Canterbury Museum.

5 Now known as the Ross Ice Shelf.
6 Based upon the records of the Ross Sea Party this may be understated 

by perhaps 240 geographical miles. Additionally in the first season’s 
sledging (disregarding relaying and sundry other trips such as Cape 
Evans to Hut Point), they sledged some 300 geographical miles. It is 
likely Mackintosh’s men covered some 2,000 geographical miles in the 
two seasons. I am treating a geographical mile as interchangeable with 
a nautical mile despite the minor difference. 1 geographical mile = 1.855 
kilometres.

7 1 pound (lb) weight = 0.45392 kilograms.

8 Referring to Shackleton.
9 For gallantry in saving life on land. The award to Hayward was for saving 

the life of Mackintosh, and to Joyce, Richards and Wild for saving the 
lives of Mackintosh and Hayward. The award was the civilian equivalent 
of the Victoria Cross. The George Cross was later substituted for the 
Albert Medal, and Richards, for one, attended an award ceremony at 
Buckingham Palace, London.

10 The account of the drift of SY Aurora in the Ross Sea for 10 months from May 
1915, and the seamanship in sailing the damaged vessel to Port Chalmers, 
New Zealand is contained in Polar Castaways. The Heroic Era components 
of this are numerous but space prevents inclusion in this paper.
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The Heroic Era and Beyond:  
An international perspective
By Ursula Rack, Gateway Antarctica, University of Canterbury

The Heroic Era (1897–1917) is still seen as 
a very special time in Antarctic exploration 
and some attitudes are hard to erase 

or put in a more reflected perspective. The British 
expeditions dominate the narrative, and other national 
expeditions from that time are in their shadow or even 
partly forgotten. However, in the time of these other 
expeditions, their leaders and some scientists and officers 
reached a hero-like status in their countries and overseas. 
Going “South” may be compared to outer space trips 
today. The pole was remote and had a certain romantic 
touch. Heroism has many different shades of meaning, 
which change over time or in cultural context, but some 
ideas of being a hero are still in people’s minds. What, 
then, is the concept of the Heroic Era?

Some of the historical aspects of exploring the 
Southern Ocean and the Antarctic remain today. 
First is scientific interest. In the nineteenth century, 
the science disciplines established themselves in the 
university system and became more differentiated. 
Technical innovations often went hand in hand with 
science, and vice versa. However, some disciplines, such 
as Geography, had an additional, more sophisticated, 
agenda. It was not only pure science behind their 
exploration. One motive was nurtured by a strong 

political agenda in a stronger developing nationalistic 
context. Colonialism and imperialism were dominant 
factors in the thinking and acting of some industrial 
and political groups. Geography had also the task of 
educating state employees, school children, and the 
wider public about countries and their peoples and 
especially of their importance for the mother country. 
In this sense economic interests had a significant 
influence in Antarctic exploration, combined with 
science, technology, and national prestige (Graph 1).

However, in this context the scientific questions 
on meteorology and magnetism prevailed, to a certain 
extent, over other interests. From 1901 to 1905 five 
national expeditions undertook meteorological and 
magnetic measurements and surveillance in different 
parts of the Antarctic and the Southern Ocean, guided  
by the concept of the First International Polar Year 
in 1882–1883 (Table 1 – red-circled). This idea was 
encouraged by learned societies, within which were 
strong minded individuals who could demonstrate the 
importance of the proposed programme and overcome 
national obstacles. Two men led the discussion for several 
years: Georg von Neumayer (director of the Deutsche 
Seewarte in Hamburg)1 and Sir Clements Markham 
(president of the Royal Geographical Society, UK).2

Graph 1: Graphic portrayal of interests in Antarctic exploration.  
Created by the author.

Table 1: List of science expeditions in the Heroic Era – without whaling 
expeditions. Five expeditions in an international collaboration 1901–1905 
(red circle), and five expeditions at the same time without international 
collaboration 1910–1914 (purple circle). Created by the author.
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One expedition endured incredible acts of survival 
but this is hardly known to a wider public: the Swedish 
Antarctic Expedition.3 Otto Nordenskjöld was a geologist 
and he put together an expedition to participate in the 
international collaboration. The expedition’s captain 
was Carl Anton Larsen, a Norwegian sealer and whaler. 
One participant was José María Sobral, an Argentinian 
naval officer and scientist. The group was therefore 
international. When Nordenskjöld was set up on an 
island off the Antarctic Peninsula, the ship Antarctic 
went to Tierra del Fuego and South Georgia for further 
research. The time eventually came to pick up the men 
from Snow Hill Island. However, ice conditions had 
changed and the ship could not pass. The captain decided 
to set up three men (Samuel Duse, Toralf Grudnen, Johan 
Gunnar Andersson)4 on Hope Bay to cross over to Snow 
Hill Island and inform the leader of the situation. The ice 
changed again and the men on Hope Bay were not able 
to fulfil their plan and had to prepare for a seven month 
overwintering with supplies for only three weeks and the 
marooned expeditioners started to kill seals and birds 
and erected a stone shelter. In the meantime the captain 
tried to reach his destination. Unfortunately the ship was 
beset by ice, suffered leakage, and sank. Larsen knew 
the area from previous whaling activities and had now 
to prepare 21 men for a winter on Paulet Island. They 
also erected a stone hut and hunted as much food as they 
could. After the winter, the men at Hope Bay started their 
march towards Snow Hill Island but before leaving left a 
note in the hut about their plans. Nordenskjöld met them 
at Vega Island but hardly recognised them, so terrible 
was their appearance after seven months overwintering in 
meagre conditions.5 In the meantime, Larsen rowed with 
a few men to Hope Bay to look after the three men left 
behind but found only the note. On 8 November 1903 
two Argentinian navy officers approached the hut at 
Snow Hill Island. The Argentinian navy had arranged a 
rescue mission after the expedition but had not arrived as 
scheduled. A few hours later, Captain Larsen and five of 

his men arrived at the station. The whole group left Snow 
Hill Island with the Uruguay and sailed towards Hope 
Bay to pick up the samples the scientists had collected 
during the seven months and moved on to Paulet Island 
to take on board the rest of the men. Only one man died, 
but he already had health issues before the overwintering 
at Paulet Island began. The stories of these men reflect the 
better known “heroic endeavours” of other expeditions: 
hunger, adjusting to an extreme environment, boredom, 
physical problems, staying sane by keeping up a routine 
in doing research and accommodating everyday needs. 
The men of the Swedish Antarctic Expedition were 
“heroes”. They deserve to be known and included in 
the Heroic Era narrative.

This is only one example of how these expeditions 
managed their tasks and circumstances in extreme 
situations; however, these experiences are not in the 
common Antarctic narrative. The concept of the Heroic 
Era could be seen as an Edwardian concept – especially 
during World War I when the British expeditions were 
exploited to keep spirits high back in Britain: sacrificing 
for King and Country as Robert F. Scott and his men did. 
Another factor was that often other participating nations 
did not think of the “marketing” of their expeditions. 
Mainly the British expeditions had official painters and 
photographers with them and their books and public 
presentations were included in the expeditions’ financing 
plans. The pre-eminence of British endeavours was 
emphasised, even to the detriment of others. Markham, 
for example, stopped the translation and publication of 
the Japanese Antarctic expedition (1911–1912) to protect 
the image of Scott’s heroic death as national tragedy.6 

The concept of the Heroic Era has many different 
shades and there is still much research to be done to 
unveil this time and put it in a more reflected context and 
thus understand Antarctic exploration in its early days. 

1 Neumayer was director of the Deutsche Seewarte in Hamburg. In some 
references it is translated as: The German Hydrographic Office or The 
Hydrographic Organisation. In more recent use, it is: The German Naval 
Meteorological Research Observatory. It best describes the purpose of 
the research institution, and what Neumayer was pushing forward when 
promoting an international cooperation.

2 Ursula Rack, “Exploring and Mapping the Antarctic: Histories of 
Discovery and Knowledge,” in The Routledge Handbook of the Polar 
Regions, ed. M. Nuttall et al. (in press), 36–46.

3 Otto Nordenskjöld and J.G. Andersen, Antarctica. Or, Two Years Amongst 
the Ice of the South Pole (London: Hurst & Blackett, 1905).

4 Otto Nordenskjöld and J.G. Andersen, Antarctic. Zwei Jahre in Schnee und 
Eis am Südpol (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer. 1904), vol 1, p 367.

5 Ursula Rack, “Survival and Science: Early Antarctic Explorers and Sealing,” 
in Historical Antarctic Sealing Industry: Proceedings of an International 
Conference in Cambridge 16–21 September 2016, ed. R.K. Headland 
(Cambridge: Scott Polar Research Institute, 2018), 121–131.

Toralf Grunden, Johan Gunnar Andersson, Samuel Duse after seven month 
overwintering at Hope Bay. They arrived at Snow Hill Island on 16 October 1903 
(Reference 4).

6 Shirase Antarctic Expedition Supporters’ Association, The Japanese South 
Polar Expedition 1910–12: A Record of Antarctica, trans. L. Dagnall and H. 
Shibata (Huntington: Bluntingham Books / Norwich: Erskine Press, 2011).
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Scott’s Changing Image
By Lesley McTurk

The ship Terra Nova 
reached New Zealand 
in February 1913 with 

tragic news which was then relayed 
to the world. Captain Scott and four 
others (Bowers, Oates, Evans, and 
Wilson) had reached the South Pole 
in January 1912 only to find that the 
Norwegian explorer Amundsen had 
preceded them. The five men died 
from starvation and exposure on 
their return journey, 11 miles from 
the next supply depot.

Sir Robert Falcon Scott was  
a key protagonist of the Heroic Era. 
However, in the following century his 
reputation went from “hero to zero”, 
before his legacy was restored in recent 
decades. From the sweep of Scott’s 
entire story, not just its tragic end, 
we now recognise his fundamental 
contribution of encouraging scientific 
investigation of Antarctica. How did 
this circle get squared?

The press played a powerful role 
in creating Scott as the hero figure. 
It had already set the scene for the 
race to both poles, describing the 
North in 1904 as the “symbol of 
man’s final physical conquest of the 
globe” and, in 1909, laying down 
the challenge: “Now to Plant a Flag 
Upon the South Pole!” (Riffenburgh 
1993:155). The genre of the explorer 
was thus created and celebrated: 
“heroism, romance and adventure of 
empire . . . journeying into the blank 
spaces on the globe” (Riffenburgh 
1993). Added to this were the exotic 
setting, Scott’s personal qualities, his 
martyrdom and statues and imagery: 

“The most wonderful 
monument in the world: Captain 
Scott’s sepulchre erected amid 
Antarctic wastes” 

(The Daily Mirror 21 May 1913). 

The public demanded melodrama, 
struggle, and excitement, and heroes 
to accomplish them, not merely 
achievements. Amundsen planted the 
flag but Scott captured the people’s 
imagination. Images of these men 
were products of their time, country, 
and culture. Norwegian culture was 
free of heroic yearning, its hallmarks 
being innovation, adaptation, and 
experimental zeal, with safety seen 
in speed, simplicity, and mobility. 
Shackleton said of Amundsen’s 
exploits: “you might think he  
had just come back from a walk 
in the park” (Lecture to the Royal 
Geographical Society in November 
1912, reported in The Guardian 
November 1912). The very efficiency 
of his achievement did not allow him 
to fulfill the British public’s desire 
for excitement, while in Norway 
his achievement was celebrated as 
a great national deed. 

The national mood prevailing  
in Edwardian Britain was influenced 
by World War I, waning British 
imperialism, and the sinking of the 
Titanic: a mood that contributed 
to the social construction of  
Scott as hero. His duty as a naval 
officer trod an uneasy path between 
the different interests of the nation. 
Scientific research, the claiming  
of new territory, and sensationalism 
all drove the race to the pole,  
but it was the dichotomy between 
science and discovery that was to 
contribute much to Scott’s changing 
image over time. 

It was vitally important to Scott 
that his expedition was recognised  
as primarily scientific in purpose:  
“we were not out for a single business 
[the pole]; we were out for everything 
we could add to the world’s store 

of knowledge about the Antarctic” 
(Cherry-Garrard 1937:565).  
By contrast, the expedition prospectus 
stated his principal objective was  
“to reach the South Pole, and to 
secure for the British Empire the glory 
of this achievement”. This galvanised 
public support and financial backing, 
and the immense human challenge 
of beating Amundsen to the pole 
captured the popular imagination. 

Amundsen’s priorities were clear: 
he selected his men based on who 
would further his ambition to reach 
the pole. Science was an inevitable 
by-product, a valuable consequence, 
of exploration. “The Pole … was the 
main object. On this little detour 
science would have to look after 
itself …” (Amundsen quoted in 
Saundry 2011:2). 

The times they are a-changin’
The broad consensus of Scott 

as a “great man” continued until 
the 1960s through sensationalist 
biographies and books, film, and 
children’s literature. All served 
to promote the romantic ideal 
of Scott the hero and virtues of 
nobility, devotion to duty, and self-
sacrifice. But fashions change and 
fame reflects aspects of society’s 
desires and ambitions. Change 
swept the world after World War II:  
the Cold War, the American civil 
rights movement, and wars in Korea 
and Vietnam. Britain too began a 
period of self-examination. Scott 
became an effective platform for 
political critique of society, culture, 
and virtues that had been exemplary 
pre-war.

The social climate of the 1960s 
questioned authority and traditional 
heroes. Irreverent lampooning and 
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comic sketches, such as Monty 
Python’s “Scott of the Sahara” 
(1970), showed the fault line 
in his reputation. Oates’ words  
“I am just going outside and may be 
some time” became humorous, a far 
cry from the headline “Edwardian 
gallantry of laying his life down for 
his friends, where he ‘died as an 
English gentleman, — a very gallant 
gentleman’” (Hodder-Williams 
1935:26). 

Scott’s fractured reputation 
was dealt a near-death blow by 
Huntford in his dual biography 
Scott and Amundsen (1979).  
Its forensic examination found 
Scott to be seriously wanting. 
Despite critics seeing this portrayal 
as revisionist (Scott as self-seeking, 
irrational, reckless, endangering the 
lives of his men; Amundsen doing 
no wrong), the genre of debunking 
literature grew. 

Was Scott’s leadership of his 
expedition a moral as well as a 
practical failure, in which neither 
Scott nor his men needed to die? 

Unfortunately he lacked 
originality and lost his common 
sense so early in the expedition 
that he repeated mistake after 
mistake. Finally he would listen 
to no one and became blind to 
reality and in doing so killed 
his men. There is no doubt 
the blame for the disaster rests 
squarely on Scott’s shoulders. 
(Reaney 2010:127).

Or was this a tragedy in which 
“[c]ourage, determination, and 
the highest sense of duty were 
defeated in the worst weather of the 
most savage climate in the world.  
No men could have endured  
more: none ever set a nobler 
example of heroism and devotion” 
(Du Garde Peach 1963:50).

The focus of critiques during 
the 1970s and 1980s was on 
the “methods” Scott used in the 
broadest sense – resources, planning, 
and leadership style. Yet Scott’s 
heroic image had largely arisen by 
extracting meaning from the manner 
of his death. The expedition had 
been reframed from one of success 
in demonstrating virtues to failure 
to win a race. A war was on for the 
soul of Scott: was he hero or villain? 
Could the man be unpacked from 
the layers of myth? Fiennes’ 2004 
biography of Scott was the definitive 
rebuttal to correct the record. 
Using his own polar experience 
and original journals, he dedicated 
the book to “the families of the 
defamed dead”, and traced the way 
Scott’s reputation has been attacked  
and his achievements distorted. 
Others helped to reposition Scott’s 
legacy, notably Larson (2011),  
Jones (2003, 2011), Crane (2006), 
and Solomon (2001). 

Scott’s image thus began its 
rehabilitation. Today he is recognised 
as a stolid figure, doing a decent 
job in demanding circumstances. 

Blame for the ultimate disaster has 
fallen on the debilitating, freak 
weather conditions: “they had been,  
quite literally, killed by the cold” 
(The Guardian 28 March 2012).

Another, more compelling, 
reason for the rehabilitation of 
Scott’s image was the recognition of 
his legacy of science and encouraging 
scientific investigation as a desirable 
goal in itself. MacPhee concludes in 
Race to the End, “every scientist 
who has worked in the Antarctic 
since then owes something to him 
for it” (MacPhee 2010: 216).

Further changes in perspective 
and societal concern, including 
climate change and globalism, 
allow a different portrayal of Scott 
to emerge. Concerns of our time 
– conservation, climate change,  
and science – have supplanted 
those of the Heroic Era. Scott’s 
image at his centenary is more 
balanced; people are presented 
with the evidence and asked to 
judge for themselves. “Scott’s Last 
Expedition” at Canterbury Museum 
(2012) took the public through the 
planning, science, and final journey 
itself, focusing on the commitment 
to science as one of the big untold 
stories of the expedition’s legacy.

Today’s portrayal of the story 
of Scott and his men embraces  
their endeavours as a precursor 
of the current era in Antarctic 
science. This lasting legacy, despite 
Amundsen having the “reward 
of priority”, brings us full circle 
back to the words of Sir Clements 
Markham, former President of 
the Royal Geographical Society,  
in 1913: “The principal aim of this 
great man . . . was the advancement 
of knowledge. From all aspects Scott 
was among the most remarkable 
men of our time . . .”

Scott’s statue post earthquake 2011 – feet of clay? 
Photo: Author.

Scott’s statue in Christchurch unveiled in 1917, 
sculpted by his widow Kathleen Scott. Photo: Author.

Article references available upon request.
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The Final Voyage of the SY Aurora
By David Dodd, Treasurer, ANARE Club

In June 2017, the ANARE Club of Australia 
arranged a Special Commemorative Service  
in Christ Church Cathedral, Newcastle, NSW,  

to commemorate the polar ship SY Aurora and her 
officers and crew who had been lost 100 years before, 
shortly after leaving Newcastle Harbour on 20 June 1917.

The people of Newcastle and its port were 
inextricably linked with the closing chapter of the Heroic 
Age of Antarctic exploration and discovery, commencing 
when Leslie Thomson from Newcastle signed on in 
Hobart in 1914 as the Aurora’s Second Officer – one of 
two officers on the Aurora during her 312-day besetment 
in the sea ice in the Ross Sea in 1915–16. 

The Aurora’s final voyage from Newcastle  
100 years ago towards the latter stages of World 
War I was against a backdrop of a tragic loss of life 
of young men from Australia and New Zealand, as 
well as the massive loss of shipping throughout the 
world. It was therefore not surprising that the Aurora, 
following her return to Wellington on 9 February 1917 
with the survivors of the marooned Ross Sea Party of 
the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition (ITAE), was 
sold by Shackleton to an American shipping company 
and sent to Newcastle to load coal for the company’s 
operations in Chile. The Aurora was then to load 
nitrate, an essential commodity for the Allied war effort,  
and sail on from Chile to Europe. 

“Now a Coal Vessel”, reported the Northern Times 
of Newcastle on 11 April 1917: “. . . the Aurora arrived 
unexpectedly through the Heads at Newcastle at 11.39 
pm on Tuesday 10 April 1917 and berthed at Stockton, 

near the Mitchell Street Wharf”. The article mentioned 
that the Aurora’s Master (Captain R. J. (Jack) Reeves) 
had experienced a fairly rough voyage from Wellington, 
New Zealand, and went on to say that the Aurora, “… 
after many voyages to the Antarctic, had now entered 
the more prosaic role of an ordinary merchantman on 
charter and instead of carrying discoverers, will in the 
near future, at all events, carry coal”. 

Such was to be the inglorious end to this faithful 
41-year-old polar ship, which had survived over  
33 years of annual voyages to the Newfoundland sealing 
and the Davis Strait/Greenland whaling grounds, in the 
ice-strewn North Atlantic. She would spend a further 
eight years of sailing in the tempestuous Southern Ocean 
and Antarctic seas, firstly with Mawson’s Australasian 
Antarctic Expedition (1911–14), and finally with 
Shackleton’s Ross Sea Party of the ITAE.

The Aurora left the port of Newcastle on her first 
voyage to Chile on 18 April 1917, but turned back 
after a few days’ sailing for six weeks of repairs in 
Sydney to stem excessive leaking, apparently always a 
feature of the old wooden ship. These repairs included 
the removal of her protective steel icebreaker bow and 
extensive repairs and re-caulking. She then returned to 
Newcastle to load coal for her second and final voyage,  
which commenced on 20 June 1917.

The Aurora left in calm weather, but within a day 
she would be hit by a fierce southerly storm. Despite her 
recent repairs, the structural integrity of this old wooden 
ship, with the dead weight of 500 tons of coal in her 
hold, was now so compromised that it would have had a 
profound effect on her sailing ability and performance in 
rough seas. The suggestion that her loss may have been 
the result of the enemy activities of the German Raider 
Wolf is totally discounted, as at the time the raider was 
at the Kermadecs to the northeast of New Zealand. 

By September questions were being asked both in 
Australia and New Zealand – where was the Aurora? 
Confirmation of her loss finally came on 6 December 
1917, when Captain Petrie of the coastal steamer SS 
Coombar, on a run from Richmond to Sydney, reported 
that he had picked up at sea the Aurora’s lifebuoy.  
At last the fate of the Aurora had been discovered. 

Accordingly, one may conclude that the Aurora went 
down just off the coast of New South Wales. Had she 
been further out to sea the south-flowing East Australian 

Aurora Lifebuoy Blessing Service, Christ Church Cathedral, Newcastle, NSW, 
02 June 2017. Photo courtesy of David Dodd.
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Current would most probably have scattered her wreckage 
far and wide. The finding of one of her lifebuoys north 
of Newcastle near Coffs Harbour, as well as wreckage 
observed at the Solitary Islands near Port Macquarie, 
suggest that she was close inshore when she foundered. 

The finding of the Aurora’s lifebuoy (cover photo) 
was significant in another respect, as its lettering 
“A.A.E.”, overwritten by “I.T.A.E.”, showed that the 
lifebuoy had been with the Aurora since her London refit 
for Mawson’s expedition in July 1911 and had remained 
with the Aurora for Shackleton’s Ross Sea voyages:  
in all, for seven Antarctic voyages from 1911 to 1917. 

But who were the Aurora’s officers and crew on her 
final voyage? There were 22 members of the crew who 
had originally signed on in Wellington for her voyage 
across the Tasman to Newcastle and for her subsequent 
departure from Newcastle on 18 April. Following her 
return to Sydney on 23 April, 12 of these left the ship, no 
doubt concerned about her seaworthiness. Bosun James 
Paton was the only original member of the Aurora’s crew 
from the Ross Sea ITAE voyages (1914–16) and the relief 
voyage (December 1916–February 1917) who signed on 
in Wellington for the voyage to Newcastle and beyond. 

In all there were seven New Zealanders and two 
UK merchant seamen who had originally signed on in 
Wellington and who remained on the crew list for the 
Aurora’s final departure from Newcastle. The Aurora’s 
lengthy stay in Sydney for repairs enabled Captain 
Reeves to find replacements for the ship’s return voyage 
to Newcastle and beyond. 

Perhaps a fitting epilogue to the loss of the Aurora 
and to the memory of her officers and crew is that 
research points to her sinking within a day of her 
departure from Newcastle Harbour, the time of our 
winter solstice – our shortest day – when those wintering-
over in Antarctica celebrate a special midwinter dinner 
and look forward to the return of the sun. The Aurora’s 
last Antarctic midwinter experience would have been 
in 1915, when she was literally jammed in the pack ice 
of the Ross Sea.

However, the Aurora’s loss during our winter solstice 
was also witnessed by an even more ethereal event,  
as throughout Australia and New Zealand a solar flare 
was triggering a series of brilliant auroral displays. 
These displays were first noticed in late May, and they 
increased in intensity until August, across the night  
sky of the southern half of Australia and the whole of 
New Zealand, as if the heavens had had a premonition 
and were giving the Aurora and her company an 
“Aurora Australis” farewell.

Lest we forget.
On behalf of the ANARE Club, I wish to thank 

the Reeves and Sherson families, and the Kain family 
in Gisborne, for access to their family papers.  
The Club also wishes to thank the Dean and the 
Chapter of the Christ Church Cathedral, Newcastle 
for the memorial service and for permission to affix 
a memorial plaque in the St Nicholas (Mariners) 
Chapel of the Cathedral. D.D. 

The Aurora’s final 21 member crew were as follows:

Captain R. J. Reeves New Zealand

Chief Officer W. A. Entwisle New Zealand

Second Officer E. G. G. Baker Australia

Chief Engineer J. H. Knowles New Zealand

Second Engineer J. R. Austin Australia

Third Engineer C. J. C. Blattman Australia

Wireless Operator T. A. Kain New Zealand

Boatswain (Bosun) J. Paton New Zealand

Able Seamen H. S. Clark, C. Cole, W. Cummings, J. Manning, and J. Lymington United Kingdom

Firemen C. Fagan, F. Markey, and D. O’Connell United Kingdom

Trimmer F. Adair Scotland

Steward W. B. Driscoll New Zealand

Cook J. E. Derks (Dirks) United Kingdom

Boys Arthur Noel Sherson, and Alex Thomas Logan New Zealand
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After the men left the snow-cave and changed clothes, 30 September 1912, 
this anorak of Priestley’s was stuffed under a rock and found by David Skinner 
on 25 January 1962. The anorak was originally a light fawn colour. (Priestley’s 
anorak held by David Skinner.) Antarctic NZ Pictorial Collection: HS110, 1963/63.

The last surviving Terra Nova crew members in New Zealand visit Scott’s 
hut at Cape Evans, 19 February 1963. (L–R) Mortimer McCarthy, William 
McDonald, and Bill Burton (McCarthy Family). 

The officers and crew of Endurance, 7 Feb 1915.  
Photo: Frank Hurley (McCarthy Family).

Crew of Terra Nova departing Lyttelton. Mortimer standing with beard and 
no headwear (fifth from right) (McCarthy Family). 

Floor plan of the cave and the extension passage. (Copied from the inside cover of Priestley’s journal held at SPRI.)
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Heroic Era 
Walking Stick

By David Dodd, ANARE Club

A carved timber walking stick 
made from the plank of Douglas 
Mawson’s ship, SY Aurora, was 
recently gifted to the Australian 
National Maritime Museum.

The museum received the gift from 
Mr Geoff Truscott, in response to a 
blog about the 100th anniversary 
commemoration of the loss of the 
Aurora at Newcastle Cathedral in 
June 2017 (Australian Antarctic 
Magazine 32: 30, 2017).

Mr Truscott’s father had acquired 
the stick, however, how he acquired 
it and the link with its purported 
maker, Brown, is unknown.

The walking stick is made from  
a piece of planking souvenired  
from below the waterline while  
the ship was undergoing repairs  
at the Williamstown Dock (Victoria) 
in October 1913, prior to the 
Aurora’s third voyage to Antarctica 
to rescue Douglas Mawson and his 
small party who had remained at 
Commonwealth Bay.

The walking stick carries the 
following inscriptions: “From bottom 
plank of the SS Aurora before leaving 
for the South Pole Expdn” (sic), and 
“Docked at Williamstown Dock Vic 
18-10-1913”.

The name of H. C. Brown is carved 
into the stick; allegedly the maker 
and thought to be a shipyard worker 
at the Williamstown Dock.

The walking stick now joins other rare 
physical remnants from SY Aurora, 
including the powerfully symbolic 
lifebuoy, the Royal Thames Yacht Club 
Burgee and the ship’s wheel. 

The walking stick, made from a plank of the 
Aurora. Photo courtesy of ANMM Collection.

This article was first published in 
Australian Antarctic Magazine, 34:32. 
Commonwealth of Australia, 2017. 




